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No. 4192

IX THE

(Etrrutt (Eourt of Apppala

3F0r tl|0 NtntI) Qltrrml

Chaeles J. Baexes and Jeax Masox

Barxes, his wife,

Plaintiffs in Error,

vs. .

SoutherX Pacific Compaxy,

a corporation,

Defendant in Error.

MOTION TO DISMISS WRIT OF ERROR OR
AFFIRM JUDGMENT.

Purpose and Ground of Motion.

To the Honorable Judges of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit:

Southern Pacific Company, defendant in error

above named, now moves the above entitled court,

in the alternative: (a) to dismiss the writ of error



above entitled; or, (b) to affirm the judgment of

the United States District Court for the Southern

District of California, Southern Division, to v^hich

said writ is directed; and defendant in error moves

further for costs and penalties in accordance with

the provisions of Rules 30 and 31 of this court.

The grounds upon which said motion is made are

:

I.

The record in said proceeding contains no bill of

exceptions.

11.

No exception was taken by plaintiffs in error to

any ruling of the court below.

III.

There is no error apparent upon the face of the

record.

IV.

No error is assigned on the final judgment entered

in said action in the court below.

V.

The only ruling upon which error is assigned has

no place in the record to entitle such assignment to

consideration.
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VI.

No issue is raised in this court, and the single

issue of law suggested has been so frequently and

so clearly decided by the Supreme Court of the

United States in support of the judgment below and

adversely to the plaintiffs in error as to render said

suggested issue herein frivolous.

VII.
^^

The writ of error was sued out merely for delay

and has delayed the proceedings on the judgment of

the court below.

Statement of the Facts.

In support of the foregoing motion defendant in

error respectfully shows that said action was

brought by defendant in error to recover from the

plaintiffs in error possession of a parcel of land in

the County of San Bernardino, State of California.

It appears upon the face of the record by direct

allegation of the comi^laint and express admission

of the amended answer that said parcel of land

comprises a portion of the right of way 200 feet

in width granted by Act of Congress approved

March 3, 1871 (16 Stat. 573) to Southern Pacific

Railroad Company; that defendant in error is the

operator of the railroad aforesaid and in possession



of the right of way therefor exce^^t as deprived

})y plaintiffs in error of the parcel of land described

in the complaint; that the original answer of plain-

tiffs in error failed to join issue in this or any

other respect; that the court below sustained the

challenge of defendant in error to the sufficiency

of said original answer, whereupon by leave of

court the amended answer in the record before this

court was filed, which said amended answer admits

all the facts aforesaid ; that on motion of defendant

in error duly made judgment upon the pleadings

was granted on December 7, 1923, awarding defend-

ant in error possession of the land in suit, and

taxing costs against the plaintiffs in error in the

sum of $20.50.

Dated, February 29, 1924.

p Frank Thunen,

Attorney for Befendant in Error.
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IN THE

Oltrruit Qlourt nf App^ala
3For tl|p Nttttlj Oltrrmt

Chakles J. Barnes and Jeax Mason

Barnes, his wife,

Plaintiffs in Error,

vs.

Southern Pacific Company,

a corporation,

Defendant in Error.

NOTICE OF MOTION TO DISMISS WRIT OF
ERROR OR AFFIRM JUDGMENT.

To the above-named plaintiffs in error and to

Newlin & Ashburn, Attorneys for said plaintiffs

in error:

Take notice that on Wednesday, the 12th day

of March, 1924, at the opening of court, or as soon

thereafter as counsel may be heard, the motion of

which the foregoing is a copy will be called up and

submitted to the United States Circuit Court of
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Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, at the courtroom

thereof in the Federal Building in the City and

County of San Francisco, at Seventh and Mission

Streets. Annexed hereto is also a copy of the brief

of argument to be submitted Avith the said motion

in support thereof.

Dated, San Francisco, California, February 29,.

1924.

Frank Thunen,

Attorney for Defendant in Error..
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No. 4192

IX THE

I
MniUh Stairs

(Etrrutt Olflurt nf App^ala
Jor tl|p Ninth (Utrrutt

Charles J. Baexes and Jeax Mason

Barx'ss, his wife,

Plaintiff's in Error,

vs.
>

Southerx Pacific Compaxy,

a corporation.

Defendant i)i Error.

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS

OR AFFIRM.

Statement of the Caise.

In tins case Southern Pacific Company sued

plaintiffs in error for possession of a portion of

the railroad right of way granted Southern Pacific

Railroad Comj^any l^y Section 23 of the Act of

Congress apjoroved March 3, 1871 (16 Stat. 573).

The amended answer admits that the tract is a

portion of the original right of way, and that the

road at this point is in constant operation by

Southern Pacific Company as a part of its main
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line from San Francisco to New Orleans. We quote

from the amended answer of plaintiffs in error

where the substantial allegations of the complaint

are not only admitted but expressly realleged

(R. pp. 25-6)

:

"That by Act of Congress approved March 3,

1871, the United States granted to Southern
Pacific Railroad Company of California a right

of way for railroad purposes across certain

public lands, including the said Southwest
Quarter (SW14) of Section Thirty-two (32),

Towmship one (1) South, Range three (3)

West, S. B. B. & M., in what is now the County
of San Bernardino, State of California, which
said Southwest Quarter of said section and
township includes the premises demanded by
the plaintiff herein, and was at said time a

part of the public domain; that in and by the

said Act of Congress the said Southern Pacific

Railroad Company of California was granted

a right of way of a width of two hundred feet

extending one hundred feet on each side of

the center line of such railroad as it might
thereafter construct pursuant to the said grant;

that thereafter, in the year 1875, the said rail-

road, pursuant to the terms of said grant,

constructed the said railroad upon and across

the said Southwest Quarter of Section 32,

Township 1 South, Range 3 West, S. B. B.

& M., in what is now the County of San
Bernardino, State of California, and at the

location where the said railroad is now main-
tained and operated, and the said railroad com-
pany did thereby api3ropriate for railroad

purposes, pursuant to the said grant, a right

of way extending one hundred feet on each side

of the center line of the said railroad as so

constructed."



In the face of this direct allegation by the defend-

ants Barnes, the court below found there was no

real issue of fact, and granted plaintift''s motion for

judgment on the pleadings, following the numerous

line of cases in the federal and state courts, of

which Northern Pacific By. vs. Toivnsend, 190

U. S. 267, is an example, and from which we quote

briefly at this point to show that the judgment

rendered must have been inevitable, whether granted

upon the pleadings, or upon evidence substantiat-

ing every fact for which plaintiffs in error contend

:

"Manifestly, the land forming the right of

way was not granted with the intent that it

might be absolutely disposed of at the volition

of the company. On the contrary, the grant
was explicitly stated to be for a designated
purpose, one which negated the existence of the
power to voluntarily alienate the right of way
or any portion thereof. The substantial consid-
eration inducing the grant was the perpetual
use of the land for the legitimate purposes of
the railroad, just as though the land had been
conveyed in terms to have and to hold the same
so long as it was used for the railroad right
of way. In effect the grant was of a limited
fee, made on an implied condition of reverter
in the event that the company ceased to use
or retain the land for the purpose for which
it was granted. This being the nature of the
title to the land granted for the special purpose
named, it is evident that to give such efficacy

to a statute of limitations of a State as would
operate to confer a permanent right of posses-
sion to any portion thereof upon an individual
for his private use, would be to allow that to he
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done hy indirection which could not he done
directly, for, as said in Grand Trunk Railroad
V. Bichardmn, 91 U. S. 454, 468, 'a railroad
company is not at liberty to alienate any part
of its roadway so as to interfere with the full

exercise of the franchises granted'."

We emphasize by italics the court's observation

that a railroad corporation cannot either directly

or indirectly alienate any part of its right of way
granted by Congress; for the plaintiffs in error

here contend that the land in suit is lost to the

company by ahandonmeyit, even though the road is,

and at all times since its construction has been, in

full operation in its original location.

Propriety of the Motion.

There is no specific rule of this court providing

for the summary disposition of a manifestly

frivolous proceeding, but the power is inherent in

tlie court. This must be so, for the Supreme Court

of the United States has a specific rule for that

purpose. If the power were not inherent, the rule

would be without authority of law, and ineffective.

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the second circuit

says in National Surety v. University Transporta-

tion Co., Inc., 256 Fed. 450: "While infrequent,

motions to dismiss or affirm are well recognized in

this court." Rule 30, paragraph 2, obtains in the

second circuit as well as in the ninth, providing a

penalty by way of damages for writs of errors sued
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out merely for delay, but that remedy is not exclu-

sive. With or without specific rule the reason is

obvious why the court should not be required to

entertain dilatory proceedings upon a cause which

raises no real issue, and is manifestly devoid of

merit on the face of the record. In the words of

the United States Supreme Court in the case of

Bodkin v. Edwards, 255 U. S. 221, "to retain the

case for oral argument in regular course would

result in harmful delay and serve no useful pur-

pose.
'

'

In the case first noted, from the second circuit,

the court says further: "It has been held that, in

order to entertain the alternative motion to affirm,

there must be color of right to a dismissal.

Hinckley v. Morton, 103 U. S. 761, 26 L. Ed. 458;

Sire V. Ellithorpe, etc. Co., 137 U. S. 579, 11 Sup.

Ct. 195, 34 L. Ed. 801."

Defendant in error in the present case has that

right, but it is to be noted that under the present

rules of the United States Supreme Court a motion

to affirm on frivolous appeal or writ of error does

not now require that any colorable ground for dis-

missal shall exist, although that was a requirement

at the time Hinckley v. Morton and Sire v. Elli-

thorpe were decided. This necessity for a colorable

ground of dismissal was due to express provision

of Rule VI, paragraph 5, of the United States Su-
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preme Court. That rule now, as promulgated

December 22, 1911, dispenses with the requirement

that colorable ground for dismissal shall exist.

We have an application of this rule of affirmance

without motion to dismiss in The Peoples Develop-

ment Co. V. Southern Pacific Company, et al., 260

U. S. 695, wherein the judgment of this court was

affirmed on motion because the parallel case of

Burke v. Southern Pacific Railroad Company, 234

U. S. 669 foreclosed all isues. We take it that the

rules of this court being silent upon the subject, the

color of right to a dismissal is of secondary considera-

tion when we come to consider the motion for affirm-

ance on the ground of manifest failure of the record

to present any question for the consideration of this

court. Nevertheless, we shall briefly discuss the

grounds we have assigned for dismissal of the writ.

The Dismissal Phase of the Motion, and Herein of

the Deficiency of the Record.

It is, of course, fundamental that to entitle the

case to consideration, the error must be apparent

upon the face of the record. The bill of exceptions,

if there be one, is a part of the record, and if there

be none, the error of which complaint is made must

be apparent upon the face of the "strict record,"

so-called. The strict record is made up of definite

specified documents, and is not a hodgepodge of

whatsoever plaintiffs in error may see fit to print
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in a transcript brought up under the provisions of

the Act of February 13, 1911. The record in the

present case was prepared ex parte; no praecipe

was served on counsel for defendant in error. The

clerk of the court below certifies (R. p. 57) that

the transcript was "printed by the plaintiff in

error, and presented to me for comparison and

certification." The record contains six minute

orders, not one of which was the subject of an

exception, and also contains a memorandum of

authorities filed by plaintiffs in error in the court

below, none of which documents is a part of the

record. In the absence of a bill of exceptions the

record in this case is properly restricted to plead-

ings and the judgment. No error is assigned upon

the judgment itself, and no exception was taken to

the ruling directing judgment in favor of defendant

in error. (R. p. 40.)

Quoting from Chicago Great Western R. Co. v.

Le yalley, 233 Fed. 384, 386 (Eighth Circuit)

:

"What is necessary to be done in a District

Court of the United States to render rulings

reviewable is determined exclusively by the

statutes of the United States, and, if they be
silent, by the common law^ and the practice

prevailing in the courts of the United States.

Chateaugay Iron Co., Petitioner, 128 U. S.

544, 553, 555, 9 Sup. Ct. 150, 32 L. Ed. 508;
St. Clair v. United States, 154 U. S. 134, 153, 14
Sup. Ct. 1002, 38 L. Ed. 936; Ghost v. United
States, 168 Fed. 841, 843, 94 C. C. A. 253, 255.
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A federal appellate court considers only such
matters as appear in the record. 'From time
immemorial,' says the Supreme Court, 'that

has been held to include the pleadings, the
process, the verdict, and the judgment, and
such other matters as by some statutory or
recognized method have been made a part of
it.' Metropolitan Railroad Co. v. District of
Columbia, 195 U. S. 322, 332, 25 Sup. Ct. 28,

32 (49 L. Ed. 219)."

In Farley v. Carey SJioir Print Co., 249 Fed.

476 (Second Circuit) the District Court made an

order dismissing the complaint. The plaintiff

brought error to the Circuit Court of Appeals, and

the court held: "Indeed, we could properly decline

even to consider the matter, as no exception was

taken to the action of the court in dismissing the

complaint." The judgment was, however, affirmed

on other grounds.

In Buessel v. United States, 258 Fed. 811, 816,

the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit says:

"The clerk of the court below has certified
• that the transcript is 'a correct and complete

transcript of the record.' But matters which
are no part of the record proper were only
made a part thereof by the judge, and the

inclusion of such matters into the record by
the clerk of the court and his certification of

the record did not authenticate them or author-
ize their review by the appellate tribunal."

Further along in the opinion the court gives

particular notice to Section 269 of the Judicial
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Code as amended February 26, 1915 (46 Stat.

L. 1181), and under the provisions of that section,

the court proceeds to say at page 820-821

:

"It becomes necessary therefore to consider

to what extent this act has modified the prin-

ciples above laid down. We are to examine
'the entire record before the court.' Now, we
have seen that under the decisions of the

Supreme Court the testimony and the charge
and refusals of requests to charge are not in the

record before the court, although they may
be found in the transcript, unless they have
been put into the record by a bill of excei)tions.

We are not prepared to say that it was the

intention of the Congress, by the act recently

passed, to make bills of exceptions no longer
necessary, and hereafter we are to hold that

any matter found in the transcript is to be
regarded as in the record, even though the

trial judge has not examined and certified to

its correctness by putting his signature to a

bill of exceptions. We do not think that such
could have been the intention. The 'record'

to which the act refers is that w^hich is legally

the record, and in examining that we are to

disregard 'technical errors, defects or excep-
tions which do not affect the substantial rights
of the parties.' But matters which could not
have been regarded as in the record prior to

the passage of the act are not to be held to be
in the record since the passage of the act. We
are still unable to review the evidence, the
charge, and the refusals to charge."

For our immediate pur230se we may concede that

the writ of error is of itself a sufficient exception

to the judgment, if there is an appropriate assign-
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ment of error on the judgment. There are eiglit

several assignments of error (R. pp. 46-49), all of

which are directed to the ruling preceding the

judgment, but not to the judgment itself, nor to

the specific issues recited in the judgment. The

judgment declares (R. pp. 41-42)

:

"that the said amended answer admits the
grant of the lands described in the first cause
of action as a part of the railroad right of way
200 feet in width of Southern Pacific Railroad
Company under the Act of Congress approved
March 3, 1871, and it being further admitted
that Southern Pacific Company is in possession
of said railroad as the operator thereof; and
that defendants are in possession of the portion
of said right of way described in the first cause
of action."

Now to review the assignments of error:

(1) The first is an attack upon the sufficiency

of the comjjlaint and is obviously without merit,

because the com^^laint avers (R. pp. 7-11) the grant

of Southern Pacific Railroad Company and the

possession and occupation of the road by defendant

in error, except as to the tract in suit which is

alleged to be in the possession of the plaintiffs in

error.

(2) The second assignment is to the general

effect that the denials and affirmative allegations of

the amended answer show that the defendant in
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error has no cause of action. This assignment is

merely a general challenge to the correctness of the

order for judgment, but it does not challenge the

finding, as recited in the judgment that the land

described in the first cause of action is a part of the

railroad right of way 200 feet in width granted to

Southern Pacific Railroad Company under the Act

of Congress approved March 3, 1871 ; that Southern

Pacific Company is in possession of said railroad as

the operator thereof; and that the defendants are

in possession of the portion of said right of way
described in tlie first cause of action. In short the

judgment recites the essential allegations and ad-

missions in the pleadings and adjudges in accord-

ance with the only possible legal conclusion.

(3) The third assignment says generally that

the denials in the amended answer put in issue

plaintiff's ownership or right to posession of any

part of the demanded premises. This assignment

does not challenge or question the above quoted

declaration of the judgment as to the essential

allegations admitted in the answer. The amended

answer claims thirteen pages of the printed trans-

cript, and embraces many erroneous legal conclu-

sions of the pleader, but it nowhere denies the

grant or the possession of the road by the defendant

in error as the operator of the road under the grant.

The judgment rests, not upon any segregated state-
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ment or denial of fact or of law, but upon the

answer as a whole, in so far as it is directed to the

first cause of action, the second cause having been

dismissed on motion of defendant in error. The

answer expressly declares (R. p. 26) that imder

the Act of Congress approved March 3, 1871,

Southern Pacific Railroad Company was granted

a right of way 200 feet in width; that the road was

constructed in 1875, in accordance with the terms

of the grant, and that the right of way embraced

the particular tract involved in the present issue.

(4, 5, 6 and 7) The next four assignments reveal

the single and untenable ground upon w^hich plain-

tiffs in error rely. It is that, while the railroad

itself has been in constant use as contemplated by

the granting act, nevertheless plaintiffs in error

have acquired title to this part of the right of

way by reason of cibandonment by defendant in

error.

(8) The eighth assignment is another blanket

attack upon the ruling of the court without the

statement of any specific issue. The assignment is

"that it appears from the said pleadings that plain-

tiff has no title to the said demanded premises and

that defendants are in possession thereof."

To epitomize in conclusion of this branch of our

brief that the writ should be summarily dismissed:
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There is no issue before this court because the

judgment simply declares the express admissions

of the answer, and there is neither exception nor

assignment of error directed to the determination

of these issues, from which the judgment in favor

of defendant in error must follow as a matter of

course.

The Motion to Affirm Upon the Ground that the

Writ Is Frivolous and Brought for Delay.

Although the points sought to be raised by the

assignments of error are evasive of the substantial

allegations of the complaint, we may for the pur-

pose of this branch of the argument assume that

the record will stand as against a motion to dis-

miss. Yet these points are so obviously frivolous

that the record is not entitled to formal considera-

tion on the merits; there are no merits, and the

judgment should be summarily affirmed. For con-

venience we quote again the crucial admitted facts

as recited in the judgment, and to which no excep-

tion has been made or error assigned: "that the

said amended answer admits the grant of the lands

described in the first cause of action as a part

of the railroad right of way 200 feet in width of

Southern Pacific Railroad Company under the Act

of Congress approved March 3, 1871, and it being

further admitted that Southern Pacific Company is

in possession of said railroad as the operator there-
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of ; and that defendants are in possession of the

portion of said right of icay described in the first

catise of action/^

Plaintiffs in error have quoted in the record,

pages 18 to 20, the memorandum opinion of the

court below. For the convenience of this court we

also quote it hereinafter, and submit that by the

decisions of the United States Supreme Court cited

in the opinion, the question sought to be raised by

defendants in error is manifestly foreclosed. If,

as held by those authorities, no part of the right

of way can be alienated by deed or lost by adverse

possession, neither can it be held at the suit of an

individual that the title as to a portion of the right

of way has been lost by abandonment while admit-

ting that the road is still in operation in its original

location. To quote further from Northern Pacfic

Railway r. Townsend, 190 IT. S. 267, 271-272:

"Nor can it be rightfully contended that the

portion of the right of way appropriated was
not necessary for the execution of the powers
conferred by Congress, for, as said in Northern
Pacific EaiJroad Co. v. Smith, 171 U. S. 261,

275, speaking of the very grant under con-

sideration: 'By granting a right of way four
hundred feet in Avidth, Congress must be under-
stood to have conclusively determined that a

strip of that width was necessary for a public

work of such importance.' Neither courts nor
juries, therefore, nor the general public, may
be pennitted to conjecture that a portion of
such right of way is no longer needed for the
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use of the railroad and title to it has vested in

wlionisoever chooses to oecnpy the same. The
whole of the granted right of way must be
presumed to be necessary for the purposes of
the railroad, as against a claim by an individual
of an exclusive right of ])ossession for private
purposes.

"To repeat, the right of way was given in

order that the obligations to the United States

assumed in the acceptance of the act might
be performed. Congress having plainly mani-
fested its intention that the title to and posses-

sion of the right of way should continue in the

original grantee, its successors and assigns, so

long as the railroad was maintained, the pos-

session by individuals of portions of the right

of way cannot be treated without overthrowing
the act, of Congress as forming the basis of an
adverse possesssion which may ripen into a title

good as against the railroad company.''

The opinion of the court below in the instant case

is next quoted in full:

"Plaintiff brought this suit in ejectment to

recover possession of certain lands which it

alleges are a part of a right of way for a
I'ailroad line, as granted by the Government of
the United States under Act of Congress of
March 3, 1871; it alleges that that act granted
said right of way for a width of two hundred
feet, and that the defendants are occupying
portions thereof, the portions described being
in the County of San Bernardino, State of
California. Defendants filed an answer in
Avhich it is admitted that, under the Act of
Congress referred to, the United States granted
to Southern Pacific Railroad Company a right
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of way two hundred feet in width, which right

of way inchides the land in question. The
answer admits that a railroad was constructed

pursuant to the terms of the grant, and that

such railroad is now thereon maintained and
operated, and that under the terms of the

grant said railroad company did appropriate
for railroad purposes a right of way extending
one hundred feet on either side of the center

line, of the railroad as constructed. It is next
alleged that, in the year 1882 as to one parcel,

and in 1887 as to the second, the railroad com-
pany abandoned that portion of the right of

way at the places in controversy outside of a
line fifty feet from the center line of its track,

and that the lands which are described in this

action, and which lie without said line, were
subsequently patented to one Canterbury, who
later transferred his rights to other parties.

It is alleged in conclusion that the Security
Trust & Savings Bank, a corporation, is now
the owner in fee of the whole of said demanded
premises. It appears by fair inference from
the pleadings that the Southern Pacific Com-
pany is the successor in interest as to the right

granted by the Act of Congress to the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company.

"Plaintiff demurs to the answer, on the ground
that no sufficient defense is stated, and also

moves for Judgment in its favor on the plead-
ings. The same argument supports lioth the
demurrer and motion. It is this: That Con-
gress by its act having determined that a two
hundred-foot right of way was necessary for
the use of the railroad company, and having
granted right of way rights covering such a

strip of ground, and the railroad having located

its road thereon and having continued to so

occupy the same, no part of the two hundred-
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foot strip could be alienated or lost by any act

of the railroad company. This position seems
to be fully sustained by decisions of the Su-
preme Court of the United States and other
federal courts. Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany V. Townsend, 190 U. S. 267; Northern
Pacific Railway Company v. Ely, 197 U. S.,

page 1. The case of Taggart v. Great Northern
Railway Compaliy, cited by the plaintiff

(defendants) is not applicable to this case,

because there was a revised survey and a relo-

cation of the right of way, vaiying from that
originally decided upon, which revised siu'vey

was accepted by the Government.

"An order will be entered sustaining- the

demurrer of the plaintiff and granting the

motion for judgment on the pleadings, which
judgment counsel will prepare in written form.

"Dated this 7th day of November, 1923.

Wm. p. James,

District Judge."

It is respectfully submitted that (a) the writ

should be dismissed for want of proper record; or,

(b) the judgment of the court below should be

affirmed upon the ground that the issue suggested

is frivolous, and (c) defendant in error should

have its costs, with damages and penalties as pro-

vided in Rule 30, paragraph 2, of this court.

Dated, February 29, 1924.

Frank Thuxen,

Attorney for Defendant in Error.




